The role of dynamic imaging in sentinel lymph node biopsy in breast cancer.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of dynamic imaging in sentinel lymph node (SLN) biopsy in breast cancer. Patients with T1/T2, N0 invasive breast cancer underwent SLN localisation using intra-dermal injection of 15 MBq of 99mTc-nanocolloid. Gamma camera anterior-oblique dynamic imaging commenced simultaneously with tracer administration for 45 min, and was followed by anterior and lateral static imaging. Dynamic imaging data was reformatted into image files of different time-frames. Patterns of uptake were analysed using the sequences of dynamic frames and time-activity curve (TAC). SLN localisation was successful in 70/73 studies (96%) in 72 patients. Imaging information was present within the first 15 min of dynamic imaging in 67/70 studies (96%). Critical analysis of dynamic data helped to differentiate true SLN from secondary echelon nodes in eight studies and transient foci of radioactivity in six studies. In 17 studies, SLN contained metastatic disease. The detection of SLN metastasis was independent from the use of dynamic imaging. Dynamic imaging improves the interpretation of preoperative SLN imaging for breast cancer, but does not contribute significantly to the successful detection of SLN. Hence, preoperative dynamic imaging is not necessary in SLN biopsy for breast cancer.